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OFS-500 Rack Mount Enclosure 
Budget Rack Mounting 
 

The OFS-500 rack mounted termination enclosure 
is a low cost termination enclosure specifically de-
signed for termination and organisation of all style 
of optical fibre cable. 

 

The OFS-500 is a 1RU high enclosure with a patch 
panel capacity of 24 fibres.  The closure has the 
same dimensions and mounting facilities as the 
OFS-900 closure except that this closure does not 
have a slide out drawer and is fitted with a clear 
perspex lid for pigtail protection.  Access to the pig-
tail splicing area can be obtained by undoing the 4 
mounting bolts which mount the closure into the 
equipment rack and then sliding off the clear per-
spex lid. 

 

The perspex lid slides in a captive channel so that it cannot be accidently removed.  The OFS-500 comprises of sheet 
metal construction with adjustable recess mounting brackets. 

 

The adjustable recess mounting brackets allow the patch panel to be recessed from the mounting rails to ensure that the 
equipment rack doors do not damage patch leads plugged into the patch panel. 

 

The removable patch panel offers a convenient point for testing, jumpering, and alteration to the network physical layout.  
The patch panels have each through adaptor port numbered.  Patch panels are available for all common through adaptors. 

 

Features 
• Dimensions— 43H(1RU in height) x 425W x 253D. 

• Colour— Magnolia. 

• Material— Powder coated zinc anneal / Perspex. 

• Weight— 5kg. 

• Can be supplied with splice organiser cassettes fitted. 

Patch Panel                       Splice Organiser                              Organiser Quantity 
ST = 24 x ST                      A = None                                          0 
FC = 16 x FC                     B = 12 x 3mm Fusion Splice          1 
MIC = 5 x FDDI-MIC          E = 10 x ACA Mechanical               2 
SSC = 24 x SSC 
DSC = 12 x DSC 

OFS - 500 -           -    - 
    Patch Panel,    Splice Org.,  Org. Qty. How To Order: 
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